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The Ultimate Maya 2009 Resource for Intermediate to Advanced Users

If you already know the basics of Maya, now you can elevate your skills with Maya 2009 and the advanced coverage in this authoritative new reference and tutorial. From modeling, texturing, animation, and visual effects to high-level techniques for film, television, games, and more, this book provides professional-level instruction on Maya Complete and Maya Unlimited.       

This fully updated book brings you up to speed on Maya 2009's new features and expands your skills with advanced instruction on cloth, fur, and fluids. You'll learn Dynamics, Maya Muscle, Stereo Cameras, Assets, rendering with mental ray, and more.  Filled with challenging tutorials and real-world scenarios from some of the leading professionals in the industry, this one-of-a-kind guide gives you valuable insight into the entire CG production pipeline.       

If you've been looking for a complete, professional-quality Maya resource to turn to again and again, this is the book for you.      

The companion DVD provides video files to drive home concepts, as well as images and scene files that help you complete the exercises and compare your work to the pros.      

	Use nParticles to create dynamic simulations and explosions
	
    Create realistic human skin for characters using advanced mental ray shader techniques      	

    
	
    Learn professional lighting, rendering, and compositing techniques using mental ray Render Layers and Render Passes      

    


About the Author

Eric Keller has been a professional 3D artist and high-end animator for film, commercials, and TV for ten years, creating animations and effects for Disney, Warner Brothers, ESPN, Harvard Medical School, and CBS. He got his start developing animations for scientific visualization at the prestigious Howard Hughes Medical Institute, where he worked with some of the world's leading researchers. Eric is the author of Maya Visual Effects: The Innovator's Guide and Introducing ZBrush, and a contributing author to Mastering Maya 8.5 and Mastering Maya 7, all from Sybex. He has also written numerous tutorials for industry magazines and websites.
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Getting Started with Clickteam FusionPackt Publishing, 2014

	Multimedia Fusion is an extremely powerful yet easy-to-use visual creation tool. With MMF2 s amazing event editor system, you are able to quickly generate games or apps without having to master a traditional programming language. Multimedia Fusion 2 is a game and application authoring tool that allows you to design and develop games for...
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MySQL Enterprise SolutionsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Learn how to build and manage enterprise-level MySQL applications
With more than three million users, MySQL is the most popular open source database server in the world. In addition to running on Linux, Windows, Macintosh, FreeBSD, and several flavors of UNIX, MySQL provides an extremely fast, reliable, and inexpensive alternative to such...
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Analytical Similarity Assessment in Biosimilar Product DevelopmentCRC Press, 2018

	
		Biologic drug products are therapeutic moieties that are manufactured using a
	
		living system or organism. These are important life-saving drug products for
	
		patients with unmet medical needs. They also comprise a growing segment
	
		in the pharmaceutical industry. In 2007, worldwide sales of biological products
	
		reached...
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Space And TimeCase Press, 2007

	SPACE AND TIME BY EMILE BOREL Honorary Director of LEcole Normalc Supcrieure Professor of the Faculte des Sciences of Paris Member of the Institute BLACKIE SON LIMITED LONDON AND GLASGOW 1926 Preface The reader will not find here a didactic account of Einsteins theories. Such an account requires the use of the formulas of mathematical physics...
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Linux on IBM eserver zSeries and S/390: Best Security PracticesIBM Press, 2004
This IBM® Redbook discusses best security practices for running Linux as a z/VM® guest on IBM Eserver® zSeries® and S/390® machines. This publication is intended for system administrators and IT architects responsible for deploying secure Linux servers running under z/VM. We consider both z/VM and Linux security topics.
...
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Data Analysis for Database Design, Third EditionButterworth-Heinemann, 2001
Data analysis for database design is a subject of great practical value to systems analysts and designers. This classic text has been updated to include chapters on distributed database systems, query optimisation and object-orientation.The SQL content now includes features of SQL92 and SQL 99.

With new databases coming online all the...
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